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Reasons why East and Central Africa potential is unrealised
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Commercial success is more often missed than hit

Why?
1. Exploration failure
2. Inability to raise finance
3. Lack of viable domestic and export markets
4. Government or bilateral issues
5. Poor logistics and infrastructure
6. Oil price drop or volatility (biggest factor today)
7. Gas discoveries where there is no market
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Upstream asset value: perception as against reality
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Africa’s very limited major pipeline infrastructure
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Oil
Gas
LNG
plans

No transcontinental pipelines
Cross border pipelines a rarity
Major systems:
North Africa: Algeria, Libya, Egypt
West Africa gas pipeline
Chad - Cameroon
Mozambique - South Africa
Sudan – South Sudan

From Petroleum
Economist World
Energy Atlas
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Landlocked countries with significant petroleum potential
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Land Locked countries with
significant petroleum potential
Country

Status

Niger

Producing to domestic refinery

Chad

Exporting via Cameroon

CAR

Almost unexplored

Uganda

Albertine graben oil discoveries

South Sudan

Exporting via Sudan

Ethiopia

Ogaden gas discoveries

Botswana

CBM discoveries

SOUTH
SUDAN

UGANDA

Landlocked countries are underexplored:
Due to history of lower priority in exploration capital investment
Reflecting lack of domestic and export markets

BOTSWANA

Long term high petroleum prices, and political stability are required
Rift valley plays are most prospective inland, mostly underexplored
Microsoft Encarta
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Critical factors for transborder pipelines
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Governments


Strong long term commitments from Governments to work together



Political and fiscal stability in all countries involved



Coordination of national, regional and local governments



Cross – border tribal and community effects



Commercial terms: tariff, guarantees, throughput, nominations



Common carrier and third party access



Mutually beneficial bi-lateral agreements

Private Sector


Mutual interdependence: producer and shipper



Support of international financial community



Active role for private sector with Governments



Commodity pricing and perception of stability
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Land locked country potential pipeline and market options

Country
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Options

Niger

Expand existing system to Zinder refinery and export products
Export line to Chad and on to Cameroon
Export line to Benin

Chad

Expand system to Cameroon
Potential benefits from Niger exports

Central African
Republic

Tie in to Chad – Cameroon system

Uganda

Export via Kenya (or possibly Tanzania)
Refinery

South Sudan

Improved relations between Sudan and South Sudan
Alternate export routes via Kenya or Ethiopia

Botswana

CBM to South Africa markets

Ethiopia

Ogaden gas to Djibouti for LNG
Gas to power
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Eastern Africa: huge upside, but very little infrastructure
Sudan oilfields

Eastern Africa: recent tenfold increase in drilling

1960-2005 : 2 exploration / appraisal wells / year

Since 2005: 25+ exploration / appraisal wells / year
Thirty times more wells drilled in North / West Africa1

480 wells in Eastern Africa to date

14,500 wells in West Africa, 19,000 in North Africa

Ogaden Basin
Albertine
Graben

Lake
Turkana

Eastern Africa late start due to:

Regional politics, perception of gas
Offshore Eastern Africa estimate 100+TCF reserves3

Reserves keep growing, likely fourth largest in world

Mostly to be monetised via LNG to Asian markets

Mozambique in the lead; Tanzania slow

Competition from Middle East, Australia

Small domestic markets (power, industrials, CNG)

Same
scale

Songo Songo

Rift basins successful at Lake Albert and Turkana

Momentum building for a new pipeline to Lamu

Disappointments in Ethiopia

Many more lightly explored basins yet to be drilled

Mnazi Bay
Tertiary rift
Cretaceous Rift
Jurassic Rift
Permo-Triassic Karoo Rift
Other hydrocarbon trends
Potential oil pipelines

Rovuma

References
1. Afren website 2013
2. USGS 2012 World Petroleum Assessment
3. Energy Inst Petroleum Review: April 2013

© Map by permission
of Microsoft Encarta
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Reducing exploration risk
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Exploration failure is the biggest risk for small E&P companies
• Combination of high technical risk and limited finance
• Limited portfolio: unable to diversity and balance risk
Large companies typically focus on lower risk exploration

Focus on existing core areas, farm-ins / acquisitions
Smaller Independents typically target big upside / high risk
• Investors generally prefer this to low upside / low risk
Eastern and Central African plays now lower technical risk due to
• Improved seismic, 3D, DHIs; low cost airborne FTG
• Lower risk plays in onshore rift valleys, or gas-prone deep water
Larger independents can continue through drilling and development
• Smaller E&Ps can manage only through seismic phase
• Wells often cost $20-70 mm onshore, over $100 mm offshore
• Farmout market; also for access to drilling management

Success from:
• Focus on regional leading technical expertise
• Asset transactions during shortage of equity capital / low oil price
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Infrastructure is a critical challenge
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Critical size is important in a region with very little infrastructure

•
•

Groups of fields may need aggregation to justify pipelines
Small onshore oil field EPS production can be trucked

Access to export markets is critical, due to very low domestic demand

•
•

Especially gas

•

Large gas discoveries need export markets such as LNG: expect 8+ years lead time

•
•

•

Example: Held up Songo Songo for 30 years between discovery and production

Later, or smaller developments may not find large export markets
Small gas reserves can supply domestic markets: power, industry, CNG

Large oil discoveries would also feed mainly export markets

•
•
•

Transborder issues can hold up pipelines for decades: key is access to coastlines
Chad, Niger, Uganda, Ethiopia, South Sudan all depend on bilateral or multilateral agreements
Smaller volumes can displace imported oil or local products / power markets
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Is a development financeable ?
To raise major finance, four criteria need to be in place

Good asset story, with credible management

Fashionable region and acceptable country

High or rising, stable oil / gas prices

Strong global financial markets
Global equity markets are against small E&Ps

Small cap E&Ps remain collapsed: Toronto TSXV and London AIM







Companies are now forced into farmouts and asset sales






Investors look closely at working capital and avoid equity top-ups
Big upside stories no longer compelling
Lack of exploration success in the last 5 years, compounded by oil price collapse
Discovery and new asset announcements often push share price down
Perception that development will use up available treasury funds

Market flooded: Over 200 farmouts on offer in Sub-Saharan Africa
Asset transactions are slow due to differing perceptions of oil price and value
Corporate transactions increasingly attractive at current low market caps

Low oil price effects



Problems: negative NPV, value volatility, capital shortage, debt crises
Advantages: lower capex, service company competition, buyer’s market for assets

Debt has its problems

Debt service can be impossible if the asset value or cash flow drops

Most readily available debt is Reserve Based Lending for producing assets
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Are logistics and infrastructure good enough ?
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Seismic operations
 Generally straight-forward onshore Africa
Drilling risks
 Very challenging in Central Africa due to
– Long distances from supplies
– Shortage of rigs and service companies
– Limited local services capability


Wells can be expected to have significant cost over-runs
– Land wells at $3 mm in the US can be $20 mm or more in Africa
– Small rig problems can cause long delays
– Unexpected hole problems can be expected in frontier areas



Solutions
–
–
–
–

Budget for two times cost overrun
Set up well stocked bases, with extra contingencies and redundancies
Either: build capacity with proven drilling management
Or: bring in operator with suitable skills, experience and depth

Development risks: delays and cost over-runs
 Well organised Government support at all levels is crucial


Lead times for approvals can be multi-year

Production in areas remote from infrastructure and services
 Remote locations require full redundancy for critical facilities
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Improving Government relations
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Differing Government types affect business process and speed


Centrally planned Governments




May work well in delivering national interests

Democratic systems with free media


May not be able to gain support of communities: indecision and slow processes

Very different objectives need to be balanced


What’s important for Governments ?








Investments, economy improvements, employment and infrastructure
Good media image that emphasises country benefits
Skills transfer and local capability development
Domestic petroleum markets: priority over exports
Recent desire to capitalise on capital gains though extra taxation

What’s important for oil and gas companies ?






Near term results (especially for listed companies)
Low risk, and stability of contract terms
Fast track Government processes; less red-tape
Cash flow and value
Favourable and stable Government terms given low oil prices
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Public relations: a license to operate
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To have a license to operate, companies need the support of :

Local communities

National media

Senior Government across many functions (not just petroleum sector)

NGOs: both local and international
Media

Low profile generally best, unless controversy is looming

High profile pro-active campaign is needed during crises and adverse sentiment
Local CSR programmes: a bare minimum

Typical infrastructure projects include medical, schools, water, power

Non-infrastructure projects are often sustainable and encourage self-development


Examples: education, training, health awareness, business skills, lifestyle

National CSR programmes: need to engage with top levels of Government

Advantages: higher visibility, image of strategic partnership, national interest

Enables senior policymakers to engage with senior executives on national priorities

Reduces pressure from Governments to impose additional taxation
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Will contractors deliver on time within budget ?

Selecting contractors


Tenders not always best

Insource or outsource?


Subsurface

 Focus too much on cost



Drilling management

 Key factors which may not be
easily measurable :



Development / Production



Factors:

– Relevant experience

 Cost, Capability, Image,
Reputation, Risks

– Quality of individuals

Contract models

Sharing risk



Using contract models which
share risk; and align targets



Operator needs to be inside
key contractors’ business



Focus on:



Both sides need:

 Delivery of targets

 A solutions culture

 Turnkey / fixed price

 Not blame or legal process

 Bonuses and penalties
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Is your strategy deliverable ?
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Deliverable strategy: three components

What is needed

What you can do well

Shortage of competition
Typical strategies for E&Ps

Explore underexplored regions with new technology

Transfer risk through farmouts, partners, contractors

Maintain adequate working capital to survive exploration failure or cost over-run
Where things often go wrong

Over - promoting the company, then disappointing shareholders

Taking on high subsurface exploration risk

Managing complex operations better suited to a larger company

Promising Governments, then not delivering

Running out of funds

And if it goes right

Shareholders can have an order of magnitude gain

Many years reputation benefits for companies, Government, and individuals
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All these relationships need to work
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Alignment, flexibility and judgement are key factors
Shareholders
• Government
• Financial
organisations

• Infrastructure
Owners
• Partners

Stakeholder Alignment
Tactics
Strategy
Consultants

Management

Contractors

Transfer risk
Objectives

Analysis

Feasibility
assessment

Judgement

Decisions

Plan

Review
Revise
Implement

Staff / Employees
Technical
Financial

Deliver

Contingency
plans
Knowledge
Experience

Risk
assessment

24-Sep-15
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Thank you
Peter@Clutterbuck.pro

Global Energy Consultants
Technical ● Commercial ● Management services
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